Ford 4.0 sohc timing chain tool

Throughout its production run, the Cologne V6 has evolved from the engine displacements of 1.
Originally, the Cologne V6 was installed in vehicles intended for Germany and Continental
Europe, while the unrelated British Essex V6 was used in cars for the British market. These
engines were also used in the United States, especially in compact trucks. The Cologne V6 was
made to be very compatible in installation with the Ford Taunus V4 engine , having the same
transmission bolt pattern, the same engine mounts, and in many versions, a cylinder head
featuring "siamesed" exhaust passages, which reduced the three exhaust outlets down to two
on each side. The latter feature was great for compatibility, but poor for performance. The 2. The
engine was available in both carburetted and fuel-injected forms. The smallest version of the V6
was the 1. Its only application was the Ford 17M P7 from to The original displacement of the V6
was 2. The first enlargement of the V6 appeared in It was the 2. Like the 2. The largest
first-generation V6 was the 2. A special high-performance version had 2. It was the only
first-generation engine with fuel injection. Its only application was the Ford Capri RS where it
was used from to when it was replaced with the RS The second-generation Cologne V6 was
introduced in It displaced 2. While based on the 2. The European approach was useful in that
existing cars with the V4 engine could be upgraded with relative ease. In Europe, the 2.
Electronic injection only featured on the 2. Tuning options are very limited with the Bosch
K-Jetronic models. The siamesed inlet and exhaust ports of the 2. The MFI 2. Ford offered a
limited run of approximately "Capri turbos" with turbocharged 2. These engines displayed RS
badging and used a productionized version of an existing aftermarket kit offered by a Ford
dealer in Germany. The camshaft is chain-driven rather than gear driven, so it rotates in the
same direction as the crankshaft. The arrangement of the exhaust valves is different,
eliminating the "hot-spot" that existed on the 2. The cylinder heads also sport a more
conventional three-port exhaust manifold. Because of this difference over the 2. Although it
shared the same block as the standard 2. This engine configuration was only paired with an
improved A4LDe automatic gearbox with partial electronic shift control. No manual gearbox was
offered from the factory. The standard Ford-issued block was machined differently to improve
strength. In place of the single-cam arrangement, an endless duplex hydraulically tensioned
timing chain was used to drive the overhead cams. The chain measured 2. Ignition was
controlled by an EDIS -6 system, which would become a standard feature. Differences included
two simplex chains with two hydraulic tensioners and the addition of a variable-length intake
system called VIS. This was mated to a fully electronically controlled A4LDE automatic
transmission. The pushrod 4. The variable length intake manifold was discontinued in , replaced
by a standard intake. It uses a jackshaft in place of a camshaft to drive a timing chain to each
cylinder head. Three timing chains are used, one from the crank to the jackshaft, one in the
front of the engine to drive the cam for the left bank, and one on the back of the engine of to
drive the cam for the right bank. Ford has since phased out the engine in favor of the more
powerful and efficient Duratec The 4. When the engine is run for an extended period of time with
this issue the engine can jump timing, damaging the heads and valves. Timing chain rattle was
mitigated in later years of the SOHC in most vehicles, after with updated cassettes and
tensioners. The Land Rover version of the engine became unavailable in the United States for
the model year. A number of companies have produced forced induction versions of the engine.
Janspeed produced single and twin-turbo 2. As well, Moddbox produces a kit [8] to adapt an
Eaton M90 supercharger originally from a Thunderbird Super Coupe to the 4. An Eichberg 2. In
increased capacities for the 2. Two companies still produce large capacity conversions on the 2.
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This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Specialty tool, most likely
wont need to use again. It could have more detailed instructions, the english translation was not

good. The shipping cost as much as the product, I dont think it should have. Other wise it
served the purpose. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: autoenginecompo Good
quality, fast free shipping. Overall great buy! Tool is solid and works well, It also comes with
instructions on how to used. I definitely recommends this tool for those who are DIY people.
Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: automotechusa. Excelent tool to do timming for
4. Not the highest quality, but did the job well, would purchase again. Skip to main content.
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On Dec at PST, seller added the following information:. Thank you so much!!! The timing chain
broke on my Ford Explorer about a year ago and we can't afford a mechanic! My husband 'the
shade tree mechanic' has been tinkering with it and just couldn't find exact directions on how to
do the repairs! I'm in them middle of doing my Explorer. I had taken the engine to a machine
shop to have them set the timing but when I put the motor back in it ran really rough. I have the
motor back out and noticed the slot on the cams one has the fatter side down towards the head.
The the side is up facing the valve cover.. Or is one cam out deg Just like i said in the article.
First off, want to thank you for your time in sharing this article. Second, if the timing chain
slipped on an 03 Explorer, on the left bank due to tensioner failure, is it common for the valves
to be bent? Thanks, Jason. Thanks for the clear, precise notes. I got word from my mechanic
that I "need a new motor for the Explorer. I've been going over options Donate the Explorer,
ZipCar, rentals, used car, bicycle, etc. With instructions like these, and other resources, I think I
can make this happen on my own. Thank you!!! Thank you so much. Help a lot. I try online
machenic for answer but they were unable to answer. I had worked on many cars but i was
stuck on this explorer. Than you so much. A great post. I got a great help to assemble my
motor. I had workded so many cars but this was some thing els. I raely thankfull deep of my
heart. I try online mechanic to get some help but no one was able to answer my questions.
Thanks again. Thanks for posting this. It was a great help. I am a full time mechanic, and in the
middle of a timing chain job on an 03 Explorer. Mitchell is not much help. Some things I have
learned. Yes you can replace all 4 chains without pulling the heads. It is a little tricky but can be
done. It is even possible to do this job with engine still in vehicle. You have to remove

transmission and flywheel. As this was my first time I pulled the engine. Which by the way just
pulling the motor is a lot easier if you pull the trans first, assuming it is only a 2wd. I had the
tranny out in 45 mins. Ok i used a lift, trans jack and air tools. Great info. Pulled my engine to
replace the chains but found out its just the front lower tensioner. Will i still have to re time the
motor? In the kit for the new parts for the balance shaft it has 1 small pipe plug. Do they want u
to block oil passage? Thank u so much. Is the rear jackshaft bolt reverse thread? Thanks for
calling the other day. I have 1 more question. Bob or enderton yahoo. I will check it out further
in the morning hope n pray in fla. I forgot to say thanks for this post just thinking of the work
ahead, hope n pray I can do this with the tools i have. This is a truly awesome documentary of
your work and I'm sure many have benefitted from your dedication for doing this. I will follow
your directions and hope I can accomplish this feat. You mentioned that you may have some
more pics which I would like to have if at all possible. Again, thanks for your hard work in
preparing this excellent overview of just how to replace the timing chains, tensioners, and
guides. Just want to let everyone know that needs to preform this that the rear timing chain can
replaced without removing the motor. You can drop the transmission to gain access the rear
timing chain bolts. Just helped a friend do this on his Still sucks though. Some answers: Yes,
transmission can come out instead of engine. The chains should NOT chatter or snap,
everything runs smooth once tensioned correctly. Even without the tensioners, the valves will
not hit anything, so there is quite a bit of room but it is still an interferance engine. Good job!.
After reading through R Mcnight's presentation I mustered courage to work on my v6 4. I
replaced the front tensioner becuase it was all stripped to metal plastics all gone. I did not even
bother to open the right valve cover to check the right cassette anymore. Kind of stretching my
luck that I have solved this dreadful issue without having to go through the costly engine
removal process for the balance shaft and right rear cassette repairs. After puttng everything
back again the noise reduced a bit but the big mettaliic noise was still present, and now is
evidently coming from the rear of the engine. It seems after eliminating the front noise the rear
was now more distinct. Also some noise seemed to be the kind due to low oil lubricating noise.
Next day I took down the oil pan to investigate if the oil strainer is blocked. I found a load of
plastic pieces in the pan and the strainer was practically blocked with plastics. I cleaned out all
the debris and the sound improved and a lot more oil was now visible from the top oil filler
cover lubricating the valves and chain when the engine is running. It is advisable to stop using
the truck when the noise starts because the plastic pieces blocks the strainer and reduces
engine lubrication and cause a lot more damage. The amount of plastic debris I removed from
the oil pan and strainer indicated and confirmed to me that the right cassette was terribly gone.
When I opened the right valve cover to inspect it was a terrible sight to behold. Everything in the
cassette was gone - both tensioner and guide were stripped out. The chain was now riding on
top of the tensioner mettalic spring strips below, and at the top was flapping on the top cassette
securing bolt and had worn it down to a quarter of the bolt diameter. So, no luck. Some
questions! Will the 1-ton floor engine hoist do the job or a 2-ton hoist is needed? What size of
hoist did you use as seen in your pics? How reliable are the cheaper Autozone made-in-Taiwan
tensioner kits? Has anyone used them? Your replies will be appreciated. I can't believe my truck
could run this smooth and quietly. Also found out that my cold-starting ueneven run has been
taken care of, I guess it was the replacement of the upper intake manifold gasket that did it. It
took me five hour days. Could have been shorter if I did not take one full day trying to get the
engine to align onto trans pins. Not until I installed a load leveler on the hoist since I was
working without a helper. The top 4trans bolts are best handled through the wheel well. When
the bolts are snug insert an appropriately sized custom made pipe extension say 12" long to
torque the bolts. Another handy tool that helped was air wrench. This helps with pulley bolt
loosening and tightening without turning the crankshaft, helps with exhaust bolts, timing shaft
bolts without tuning the shaft just grip the shaft with good grip plier and let it bear on the
appropriate block face just to be on safe side to provide additional resistance to turning. The
turning force the air wrench exerts on the shaft is surpringly minimal since it loosens the bolt
by short knock-shocks on a tight bolt or nut. Thanks to this forum and McNight. In addition
remember before you pull the engine to place bright paint mark on one immediately reachable
through the starter opening torque converter bolt-stud tip and the surrounding area around the
flywheel hole. Use glossy white paint that could stick well. Note that the torque converter studs
are not symmetrically placed and can only align in one relative postion on the flywheel. I found
a really good hd video it's in spanish but you could use it with the volume down. I will bring my
laptop in the garage. It's on you tube Sincronizacion motorfor ford 4. Thanks for the post, it is
very helpful. We had to get the head gasket repair in our vehicle. The post helped out a lot,
thanks. This was very helpful my car runs like new!!! I spend 3 days to fix it. I think is not to
complicated as it looks like. And i didnt use any special tools. If any body need a help around

orlando just contact me! I became expert!!! This was very helpful knowledge wise but i need to
know more specifically if the chain tensioners were to break would they fall into the oil pan and
if so would this cause my oil pressure to decrease and my car thus to be immobile? If you
would please email or call me at Or sogden gmail. No you will not loose oil pressure, unless
they get caught in the pickup. Does any one know if I can remove the balance shaft chain or do I
have to replace it? I just pulled the engine and its a 4wd engine in a 2wd Explorer? Yes you have
to change everything in same time, and don't forget guide can break very easy never turn crank
backwards. Does the SOHC even have a back timing chain??? Did the timing put the motor
back in runs great for 5 mins then dies when started back up wont stay running unless you give
it gas or when it is shut off for awhile it does the same thing all over again any ideas. The bolts
are torque to yield and thus designed to be used only once, as they stretch. Some has 3 4x4 has
My 03 has 3. One one the back and two visible without removing the engine. I dident use any
special tools the timing was correct at first and ran smothly after about 5 min i gave it a litle gas
and then i heard a banking sound and it died, i placed my hand over the throttle body and a
friend cranked it for me for a second or two and it blew trough the throttle body and then i knew
i had bent some valves im trying to stay positive about this, im doing this infront of my garrage
and in it , i live in Iceland and it so freaking could. Pleas send me an email: alexandersvanurg
gmail. I'm told that on some 4. I did this timing chain job on my explorer and followed all the
procedures and even used all the tolls in the tool kit and my engine jumped time again. Hi, Just
read your post after searching for days for this info. I have a ford explorer 4. I want to pull it
apart and change rings, gaskets, etc. Chris, the v8 has not got chains at the rear. Shirley T.
Stupid question,,engine spins freely, I assume both chains are shot, would I be better to look for
another engine or rebuild mine? Would I have bent valves,or other damage, I'm not familiar with
this type engine. I need new bolts for the water pump and timing cover on my 4. Has anyone
found them? If not does anyone even know what size they are? I think I read the water pump
bolts are M8x20x1 but that's all I have found after hours of googling. Nothing on the timing
cover bolts I have an issue. I have a 4x4 ranger 4. I pulled the engine, pull the front timing chain
cover off, and sure enough, the plastic portion of the tensioner was gone and the chain had
been loose and hitting the metal portion of the tensioner that remained. I then pulled the valve
covers and turned the crank so the 1 piston was at the top, and the keyway on the crank was at
top dead center, or I then checked the slots on the cams to make sure they were parallel with
the top of the heads. The right side is parallel but the left side looks to be at least a tooth off.
How can this be when both cam timing chains, guides and tensioner are in tact? They both run
off the jack shaft so how could one cam have jumped? Also, the truck barely made it home. I
Can't see how, even with the loss of the tensioner, it would have caused the truck to run so
poorly. Lastly, from what I've read all 4. Need some feedback. I can't afford to replace all the
timing components and reinstall just to find out the cams were correct, and by leveling the cam
slots to the heads I screwed up the timing. I realize I've thrown a lot out there but any help
would be greatly appreciated. I realize this has been awhile, but did you have any bent
connecting rods? I may have same issue. Haven't pulled heads. Hi There I am about to do all the
chains on my 99 V6 4. Cheers Aaron from Aus. Hello my fellow ford enthusiates. I have a 99
explorer 2dr 2wd sport 4. I love my little sport runs like a champ verlots of power no codes no
lights on dash no weird loud sounds etc. So well i ended up one night driving like a complete
jackass. Thats were it began.. Sometimes it would be intermittent sometimes continued until i
reached 50mph. Sonetimes would not hear at all. Well thats then this is now, currently what at
first sounded like a loose pulley or possible tensi
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oner is now very much the sound of a broken guide im assuming. Yes i do drive it, but like
grandma on sunday. Once to temp i slowly take it onto the fwy.. Its quiet.. So at this point do
you guys think im correct in thinking this is timing related? Again it shifts and drives smooth no
hesitation no stuttering or misfires that i can tell. Only thing is that sound its not constant poor
gas mi and as of last 2 days on 2 times in gear and stopped went so quiet like nothing wrong i
thought i stalled it was fine rpms did not move. Any input will help. I was preparing to do front
only with engine in however.. Which is cheaper considering.. I am in the process of fixing the
tick issue. That I found to be broken chain guides. I have the motor out and decided to rebuild it.
The problem is I can't figure out how to get the rear Jackshaft sprocket out to replace it for the
new chain. Post a Comment. Friday, February 25, Posted by R. Labels: engine , SOHC , timing.
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